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Abstract

them to build educational materials such as textbooks, courses or, more in general, learning paths
by combining various LOs of the same subject.
Being able to give a pedagogical meaning to
the content of a set of LOs by ordering them respecting their pedagogical precedence is not trivial: uncovering educational relationship between
LOs is a difficult and time consuming practice usually performed by domain experts (Gordon et al.,
2017). Among all pedagogical relations, the most
fundamental is the prerequisite relation, which
best describes pedagogical precedence since it defines what one needs to know before approaching
a new content.
Previous work in course and LO sequencing and
knowledge tracing infers prerequisite relation between LOs based on their metadata and/or students’ preferences and competences (De-Marcos
et al., 2009; Vuong et al., 2011; Piech et al., 2015;
Méndez et al., 2016). Educational Data Mining
methods usually rely also on graph information
of ontologies, university programs or Wikipedia
graph structure (Scheines et al., 2014; Chen et al.,
2016).
In this paper we present a novel method based
on deep learning applied to the task of automatic
prerequisite relations identification between concepts to automatically create pedagogically motivated sequences of LOs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first method that exploits exclusively linguistic feature extracted from textual resources. Considering only textual content is possibly the most complex condition to infer relationships between educational concepts since it cannot rely on any structured information. At the
same time this is also the closest condition to a
real world scenario, hence we aim to demonstrate
that textual content can be sufficient to infer a pedagogically motivated ordering of LO pairs.
To verify the effectiveness of our strategy, we

We present a new concept prerequisite learning method for Learning Object (LO) ordering that exploits only linguistic features
extracted from textual educational resources.
The method was tested in a cross- and indomain scenario both for Italian and English.
Additionally, we performed experiments based
on a incremental training strategy to study the
impact of the training set size on the classifier performances. The paper also introduces
ITA-PREREQ, to the best of our knowledge
the first Italian dataset annotated with prerequisite relations between pairs of educational
concepts, and describe the automatic strategy
devised to build it.

1

Introduction

Learning Objects (LO) are digital or non-digital
educational resources deliverable over the Internet that can be employed in technology–supported
learning (Wiley, 2000). According to the Learning Technology Standards Committee, being small
and re-usable educational elements (e.g. lecture
notes, multimedia content, presentations) is what
mostly distinguishes LOs form other educational
resources (IEEE, 2002). Recommendations for
creating LOs in fact suggest that, although there
is no standard LO structure, the content should
be direct, succinct and homogeneous (Thompson
and Yonekura, 2005). Grounded in the notion of
object-oriented computing and programming, LO
are designed according to the idea that combining
small chunks of knowledge is what builds up an effective learning path. In order to promote sharing
and re-usability, LO repositories were made available on the web, where LOs are stored, collected
and can be searched by means of metadata provided by their authors (Tzikopoulos et al., 2009).
Teachers and instructional designers can highly
benefit from LO repositories since they can use
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performed experiments on the AL-CPL dataset
(Liang et al., 2018b), an English dataset manually annotated with prerequisite relations between
educational concepts, and on an Italian dataset
we created. Hence, we introduce ITA-PREREQ1 ,
the first Italian dataset, to the best of our knowledge, annotated with prerequisite relations between pairs of concepts, built completely automatically.
Along the paper, we use the terms Learning Object (LO) and Wikipedia page interchangeably: in
a broad sense, Wikipedia entries can be considered Ls (Nash, 2005), moreover previous work
in related fields represent educational units as
Wikipedia pages (Gasparetti et al., 2018). This
fits our needs since a Wikipedia page consists of
textual content pertaining to a single unit of learning. The term concept is also frequently used in
the literature referring to educational units in general, and annotated dataset are usually described
as identifying prerequisite relations between concepts. In this paper we use the term concept relying on the same sense of Liang et al. (2018b) as
equivalent to the term LO.
The remaining part of the paper is organised as
follows. First we present related work (Sec 2),
then, after briefly presenting our approach (Sec.
3), we describe in more detail the data (Sec. 3.1),
used features (3.2) and the classifier (Sec. 3.3).
We also provide an insight of feature analysis in
Sec 3.2.1. Experiments, results and incremental
training tests are described in Section 4. In Section 5 we conclude the paper.

such as curriculum planning (Agrawal, 2016),
course sequencing (Vuong et al., 2011), reading
list generation (Gordon et al., 2017), automatic assessment (Wang and Liu, 2016) and domain ontology construction (Zouaq et al., 2007; Larranaga
et al., 2014).
NLP techniques usually exploit structured information (e.g. hyperlinks, citations, DBpedia
structure) combined with content-based information extracted from educational materials, like scientific literature (Gordon et al., 2016; Li et al.,
2019), knowledge units in courses (Yang et al.,
2015; Chaplot et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2017; Li
et al., 2019) or Learning Objects (Gasparetti et al.,
2018), often understood as Wikipedia pages (Gasparetti et al., 2015). Talukdar and Cohen (2012)
presented the first work on predicting prerequisite structure of concepts using Wikipedia, which
eventually became the most widely used resource
for this task. They collected a manually annotated
dataset of page pairs using crowd-sourcing and
then trained a MaxEnt classifier using Wikipedia
graph features, page content and edits to reproduce the prerequisite structure between pages. The
classifier was tested both in and across domains,
obtaining higher results in terms of accuracy if
compared against a random baseline. The same
dataset was used by (Liang et al., 2015) to test
the RefD metric, that models the prerequisite relation by measuring how differently two concepts
refer to each other using the tf-idf measure. Results are comparable with the MaxEnt classifier
but the metric does not take into account all the
available information in the resource so we argue
that it could be improved further. The RefD metric
was also used by (Wang et al., 2016) in a method
that jointly extracts relevant concepts and prerequisite structure from textbooks exploiting also external knowledge from Wikipedia. Relying on
textbooks but not on structured resources, Adorni
et al. (2019) describe a method to infer prerequisite relations between concepts using burst analysis of concept occurrences in text and patterns
based on temporal reasoning to identify possible
propaedeutic relations.

Our Contribution. In this paper, we present: (i)
the first system based on neural network which exploits only linguistic features extracted from LO
content and does not rely on Wikipedia graph
or LO metadata information; (ii) the first Italian
dataset annotated with prerequisite relations between pairs of concepts (ITA-PREREQ) and the
automatic strategy devised to construct it; (iii) the
first system for prerequisite relations extraction on
Italian.

2

Related Work

Machine and deep learning techniques have
been applied only recently to the prerequisite
learning task. In (Liang et al., 2018b,a), the authors investigated the effects of integrating an active learning strategy in automatic extraction of
prerequisites using a Random Forest classifier.

Identifying prerequisite relations between educational materials is a task that has recently gained
much attention both in the NLP community, aided
by the fact that it is applicable to many contexts,
1
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AL-CPL
Domain
Concepts Pairs Prerequisites
Data Mining
120
826
292
Geometry
89
1,681
524
Physics
153
1,962
487
Precalculus
224
2,060
699
Total
586
6,529
2,002
ITA-PREREQ / English Reduced
Domain
Concepts Pairs Prerequisites
Data Mining
75
429
154
Geometry
73
1,338
430
Physics
131
1,651
409
Precalculus
176
1,504
502
Total
455
4,922
1,495

Gasparetti et al. (2018) proposed a ML methods
based on Multilayer Perceptron exploiting LOs,
Wikipedia pages of concepts mentioned in the
LOs and Wikipedia hierarchical category structure. Roy et al. (2018) presented a supervised
learning method using a Siamese Network to predict prerequisite relations between University and
MOOC courses.
The above methods strictly rely on Wikipedia
graph information, which they report as highly informative, but that is not available when applying
the method on different educational materials. We
show how comparable results can be obtained considering only textual information.

Table 1: Number of concepts, pairs, pairs showing a prerequisite relation for each domain of each
dataset and total values considering all domains for
each dataset.

Another acknowledged limit of the above methods is the need of large annotated datasets. Manual annotation by domain experts is the most commonly adopted strategy to build such resources,
regardless the knowledge unit considered (Wang
et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2017;
Alzetta et al., 2018; Fabbri et al., 2018), with the
notable exception of the crowd-sourcing strategy
of Talukdar and Cohen (2012). The dataset we
present in this paper is the first dataset annotated
with prerequisite relations between concepts for
Italian build completely automatically.

3

3.1

Dataset

For our experiments on the English language,
we relied on the AL-CPL Dataset (Liang et al.,
2018b), which is in turn based on the Wiki Concept Map dataset (Wang et al., 2016).
The Wiki Concept Map dataset is a manually
constructed dataset consisting of binary-labelled
concept pairs collected from textbooks on different educational domains: data mining, geometry, physics and precalculus. Concepts mentioned
in the textbooks and appearing in the title of a
Wikipedia page were considered domain concepts.
Among them, key concepts and prerequisite relationships between them were annotated by experts
for each domain, resulting in a concept map, a specific type of knowledge graph where each node is
a scientific concept and edges represent pedagogical relations. Pairs not having prerequisite relation were also annotated, therefore the final dataset
consists of both positive and negative pairs.
In Liang et al. (2018b) the dataset was expanded
by adding (i) irreflexive and (ii) transitive relations: considering A, B and C as distinct concepts,
(i) add (B, A) as a negative sample of (A, B); (ii)
add (A, C) as positive sample if (A, B) and (B, C)
are positive samples.
The AL-CPL dataset was also used by us to
build ITA-PREREQ, the first Italian dataset annotated with prerequisite relation between pair of
concepts, which we used to test our model on
Italian. Considering the concepts of the AL-CPL
dataset, we retrieved their Italian Wikipedia pages
by matching the page title with the concept name.
If the Italian page of a concept was not available,

Our Approach

We tackle the problem of LO ordering as a task
of automatic prerequisite relationship identification between LOs, here defined as follows: given a
pair of LOs (A, B), we predict whether or not B is a
prerequisite of A. As mentioned above, we define
a LO as a concept corresponding to a Wikipedia
page.
We trained deep learning models to predict
whether or not two concepts are in a prerequisite
relationship using a pre-trained word embedding
lexicons and a set of linguistic features extracted
from the pages of the concepts in the pair. The
model was tested on two datasets: ITA-PREREQ,
an Italian dataset annotated with prerequisite relations, and, to prove the effectiveness of the model,
also on AL-CPL, an English dataset already used
for the task of automatic prerequisite identification. In particular, the AL-CPL dataset was used
both in its original and reduced version, as described in the next Section.
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respectively, the .it and .uk domains (Baroni et al.
2009, Ferraresi et al. 2008).

the concept was excluded from the dataset. At
the end of this process, we obtained an automatically constructed version of the AL-CPL dataset
for Italian with a subset of 418 concepts (77.40%
of the original dataset).
Note that the dataset only provides concept
names (i.e. page titles), which means that downloading the pages from Wikipedia at different
times might results in a slightly different corpus,
since Wikipedia pages are frequently edited. In
our case, we used the latest Wikipedia dump at the
time of the experiments (February 2019).
Considering such Wikipedia impact factors (i.e.
editing and differences between languages), we
created a third dataset, again generated starting
from AL-CPL. We call this version English Reduced since it is built excluding all those English
Wikipedia pages that do not have a corresponding Italian one. Therefore, the size of English Reduced is the same of ITA-PREREQ. The aim of
having this dataset is to check the real impact of
languages differences by balancing the number of
pages taken into account, as we will discuss further in the next Section.
Table 1 summarises the statistics of the three
datasets. Although ITA-PREREQ and English Reduced resulted in smaller datasets in terms of both
concepts and relations, their sizes are suited for
training our systems.
3.2

Global features. The second type of feature was
devised to extract linguistic information from both
A and B Wikipedia pages. Specifically, for each
pair (A, B), we extracted the following set of 16
text-based features:
• In text (#1, #2): if Bt /At appears in A/B.
• Count (#3, #4): how many times Bt /At is
mentioned in A/B.
• In first line (#5, #6): if Bt /At appears in A/B’s
first line, i.e. A/B definition.
• In title (#7): If Bt appears in At .
• Length (#8, #9): the number of words of A/B.
• Jaccard Sim. (#10): the Jaccard similarity between A and B.
• Jaccard Sim. (Nouns) (#11): the Jaccard similarity between nouns appearing in A and B.
• RefD (#12): the RefD metric between A and
B (Liang et al., 2015).
• LDA Entropy (#13, #14): the Shannon entropy of the LDA vector of A/B. Note that
we trained three different LDA (Deerwester
et al., 1990) topic models, one for each
dataset.

Features

For each concept pair, we extracted two different sets of linguistic features: (i) lexical features,
i.e. features that pertain to a single concept/page,
and (ii) global features, i.e. features derived from
the combination of concepts in pairs. All features
were extracted for the AL-CPL, ITA-PREREQ
and English Reduced datasets.
Hereafter, we denote by A and B the content of
the Wikipedia page A or B; (A, B) is how we refer
to the concept pair, while At /Bt refers to the title
of the corresponding page.

• LDA Cross Entropy (#15, #16): the cross entropy between the LDA vector of A/B and
B/A.
Features from #1 to #6, #8, #9 and form #13
to #16 were used also in Liang et al. (2018a),
but we expanded their set of features considering
mentions in titles and Jaccard Similarities between
both whole page contents and nouns only. Our set
of linguistic features includes also the RefD metric (Liang et al., 2015), a feature usually considered a graph-based feature, that we adapted in order to be applicable also to those contexts where
no structured information (i.e. hyperlinks) is provided. In fact, contrary to Liang et al. (2015)
where the RefD value is computed considering hyperlinks between Wikipedia pages, we computed
the metric using the mention of concept B/A in the
page content of A/B, regardless the association of
an hyperlink to that mention. Specifically, we im-

Lexical features. The first type of feature corresponds to pre-trained word embeddings (WE)
computed for the first 400 words of each
Wikipedia page. Specifically, we used a WE lexicon with 128 dimensions built with word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) both for Italian and English.
We generated the two lexicons using the itWac and
ukWac corpora, two collections of approximately
2 billion words constructed from web pages under,
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plemented RefD as follows:
PN
Ref D(A, B) =

r(ci , B) · w(ci , A)
−
PN
i=1 w(ci , A)

i=1

PN

r(ci , A) · w(ci , B)
PN
i=1 w(ci , B)

i=1

where ci is a concept from our concept space C (all
the Wikipedia articles in the domain); r(ci , B) is a
binary indicator showing whether ci is mentioned
in the content of page B; w(ci , A) is a weight indicator of the importance of ci to page A (measured
in terms of tf-idf).
3.2.1

Figure 1: M3 architecture. M1 roughly corresponds to
the left part of the architecture.

Feature Analysis

In order to understand the relevance and behaviour
of the global features in different domains and languages, we decided to perform feature analysis.
Following Liang et al. (2018a), we computed
the feature importance by ”mean decrease impurity” using an Extra-Trees Classifier, an implementation of a decision tree classifier. We decided
also to perform the analysis using both the ITAPREREQ and English Reduced dataset in order to
compare the results in a cross-lingual scenario.
As we can see in Table 2, the results obtained
from the English Reduced dataset show that, despite the ranking positions, there are many features that are common to all four domains. Specifically, the top features are RefD, LDA (entropy
and cross-entropy), Length of B and Bt in first
line of A. Moreover, we can notice that, except
for graph features, our results are comparable to
those obtained by Liang et al. (2018a). Nevertheless, the two rankings present some differences:
e.g. Length of A/B tends to be more significant for
our dataset. This could be to the fact that, as mentioned, the Wikipedia version used for our experiments could be different if compared to the one
used by Liang et al. (2018b). It is also important
to notice that the English Reduced dataset contains
less concept pairs with respect to the original one.
Comparing the results according to the two languages, we can notice that the most important features tend to be quite similar. We can, however,
identify some differences. For instance, we observe that Data Mining in ITA-PREREQ is the
only domain for which RefD is not the most significant feature. Interestingly enough, the first 4
positions in the English Reduced dataset for Geometry, Physics and Precalculus seem to be more
homogeneous when compared to the Italian ones.

3.3

Classifier

For our LOs ordering experiments, we tested three
different neural network models: (M1) one that
learns to classify the binary labels using only pretrained WE, (M2) one that learns using the global
features automatically extracted and (M3) the last
one which merges M1 with the input of M2.
M1 is composed of two identical LSTM-based
sub-networks with 32 units, whose outputs are
concatenated and classified by the outer Dense
Layer. Each sub-network receive as input the
WE of the first 400 words of the corresponding
Wikipedia page of a given concept pair (A, B). The
two LSTM outputs are then concatenated (VA ⊕
VB ) and passed to a last Dense Layer.
M2 is based on a feedforward neural network
that takes as input the global features of the pair
(A, B) and passes them to a multilayer perceptron
neural network (3 layers with ReLU activation).
M3 (represented in Figure 1) combines the previous two, joining the two sub-networks of M1
with the input of M2.
Each output layer of the three models consists
of a single dense unit with sigmoid activation
function.
The models are trained maximising the F-Score
on the validation set, which corresponds to the
30% of the training data. The training stops after
a certain number of epochs without improvement.

4

Experiments

We tested our approach predicting in-domain and
cross-domain prerequisite relationships. Since the
majority of (A, B) pairs do not present a prerequisite relation, we balanced the training and test sets
289

Data Mining
Length of B
Length of A
RefD
Jaccard Sim.
Jaccard Sim. (Nouns)
LDA entropy of B
LDA entropy of A
LDA cross-entropy of B/A
LDA cross-entropy of A/B
Bt in first line of A
Data Mining
RefD
Length of B
LDA entropy of B
LDA entropy of A
LDA cross-entropy of B/A
Lenght of A
LDA cross-entropy of A/B
Jaccard Sim.
Jaccard Sim. (Nouns)
Bt in first line of A

ITA-PREREQ
Geometry
Physics
RefD
RefD
Bt in text of A
Length of B
Length of B
LDA entropy of B
LDA entropy of B
Length of A
Bt in first line of A
LDA cross-entropy of B/A
At in text of B
LDA cross-entropy of A/B
Length of A
LDA entropy of A
LDA entropy of A
Jaccard Sim.
LDA cross-entropy of A/B
Jaccard Sim. (Nouns)
LDA cross-entropy of B/A
Bt in first line of A
English Reduced
Geometry
Physics
RefD
RefD
Bt in first line of A
Bt in first line of A
LDA entropy of B
Length of B
Length of B
LDA entropy of B
At in text of B
Length of A
LDA cross-entropy of B/A LDA cross-entropy of A/B
LDA entropy of A
Count of Bt in text of A
Bt in text of A
LDA cross-entropy of B/A
Jaccard Sim.
Jaccard Sim. (Nouns)
Jaccard Sim. (Nouns)
At in text of B

Precalculus
RefD
Length of B
Bt in first line of A
LDA entropy of B
Length of A
Jaccard Sim.
Bt in text of A
Jaccard Sim. (Nouns)
LDA cross-entropy of A/B
LDA entropy of A
Precalculus
RefD
Bt in first line of A
Length of B
LDA entropy of B
At in first line of B
Length of A
LDA entropy of A
Jaccard Sim. (Nouns)
Jaccard Sim.
LDA cross-entropy of A/B

Table 2: Rankings of the first 10 features for each domain in the ITA-PREREQ and English Reduced datasets.

cational materials using linguistic information extracted from textual content alone.
Best results are obtained using M3, the classifier that exploits both lexical and global features.
Interestingly, M1 model performs are constantly
better than M2, especially for the Data Mining domain: this suggests that lexical information from
the WE lexicon contributes significantly.
Although comparable, the AL-CPL dataset is
the one obtaining best results, with an average
F-Score of 92.21%. This is probably due to
the fact that the other two datasets are smaller
than AL-CPL in terms of number of Wikipedia
pages. However, comparing the results obtained
with ITA-PREREQ and English Reduced we notice that ITA-PREREQ is the one that achieves
lower results. This could be due to differences in
the composition of the two datasets. For example, we noticed that there is a high difference in
the average page length (number of tokens) of the
two languages: for English Wikipedia pages it is
about twice the Italian ones (2,728 and 1,073 tokens respectively). The impact of this characteristic can be twofold, both on the lexical and global
features. For what concerns the lexical features,
since we considered WE of the first 400 tokens of
each Wikipedia page this means that if a page is
shorter then that our network can acquire less information. As proof, the number of pages shorter
than 400 tokens is higher in ITA-PREREQ (138)

by oversampling the minority class.
All experiments were performed on AL-CPL,
ITA-PREREQ and English Reduced datasets. As
baseline, we used the Zero Rule algorithm, and FScore as evaluation metric.
4.1

Experimental Settings

We run experiments using the three classifiers presented in Sec 3.3 on each dataset, considering each
of the four domains independently (i.e Data Mining, Geometry, Physics and Precalculus). Each
classifier was tested both in a in-domain and crossdomain scenario.
To perform in-domain experiments, we trained
and tested the classifiers on concept pairs belonging to the same domain. The evaluation is performed using a 5-fold cross validation. Crossdomain experiments were performed in a leaveone-domain-out manner: classifiers were trained
on three domains and tested on the fourth.
4.2

Results and Discussion

In-domain. As it can be noted in Table 3,
our systems performs extremely well for the indomain setting, achieving high scores for both English and Italian pages. Note that our results always outperform both the Zero Rule baseline and
the results obtained by Liang et al. (2018a) for all
domains. This confirms our hypothesis: it is possible to identify prerequisite relations between edu290

ITA-PREREQ

English Reduced

AL-CPL
Liang et al. (2018a)

ITA-PREREQ

English Reduced

AL-CPL

Baseline
M1
M2
M3
Baseline
M1
M2
M3
Baseline
M1
M2
M3
RF

Baseline
M1
M2
M3
Baseline
M1
M2
M3
Baseline
M1
M2
M3

In-domain
Data Mining Geometry
66.66
67.86
72.45
86.89
64.25
85.27
77.91
90.01
66.66
67.86
85.36
92.03
70.78
89.05
85.6
94.1
66.66
68.82
88.81
92.43
73.29
89.66
89.66
95.69
76.7
89.5
Cross-domain
Data Mining Geometry
66.66
67.86
28.07
62.99
37.09
79.53
30.36
76.33
66.66
67.86
47.83
69.17
59.91
75.8
41.9
80.24
66.66
68.82
37.89
70.04
50.89
80.41
38.78
82.53

Physics
75.22
79.28
76.26
85.08
75.22
84.4
78.52
88.49
75.17
83.49
80.72
88.54
69.9

Precalculus
66.66
90.53
89.02
93.91
66.66
90.84
89.62
95.22
66.66
92.48
90.9
94.95
88.6

Avg.
69.1
82.28
78.7
86.72
69.1
88.15
81.99
90.85
69.32
89.30
83.64
92.21
81.17

Physics
75.22
45.34
71.56
69.6
75.22
28.97
75.05
58.33
75.17
39.31
74.74
63.67

Precalculus
66.66
59.88
83.66
83.4
66.66
69.18
85.81
79.52
66.66
71.98
87.14
84.41

Avg.
69.1
49.07
67.96
64.92
69.1
53.78
74.14
64.99
69.32
54.80
73.29
67.34

Table 3: In- and cross-domain results in terms of F-Score obtained by the three models and the baseline on each
domain for each dataset. The in-domain setting also shows results obtained by Liang et al. (2018a) using a Random
Forest (RF) classifier.

than English Reduced (8). Additionally, global
features could be affected by the fact that English
Wikipedia pages tend to be linguistically richer
than their Italian counterparts containing more information and mentions to related concepts.

contribution to the cross-domain results is given
by the global features, most likely because they
can detect domain-independent properties. Word
embedding lexicon alone (M1 model) is not sufficient to exceed the baseline, with the only exception of Geometry ad Precalculus. Since these
two domains share more lexicon than the others,
we assumed that our model could perform better
if trained only on a single domain that is lexically
close to the testing one.

Cross-domain. Observing the results obtained
in the cross-domain setting, we notice a significant
performance drop if compared to in–domain results (see Table 3). The reason might be due to differences in the topic coverage of some domains in
Wikipedia. Following (Wang et al., 2016), we believe that fundamental and broad subjects, such as
precalculus and geometry, have more clear learning dependencies expressed through Wikipedia,
while Data Mining, which obtained the lowest
scores with our models, being a specific and relatively newer topic presents shorter pages, which
means less information. Another possible explanation could be that pages belonging to the same
domain are more homogeneous internally in terms
of content structure, so it is easier for the networks
to identify regularities.
Interestingly, contrary to what happens for the
in-domain setting, Table 3 shows that the main

To test this hypothesis, we computed the Jaccard similarity between pairs of domains using all
their Wikipedia pages in order to define lexically
close pairs and use them to perform cross-domain
experiments, i.e. one domain for training and one
for testing.
Despite low results still below the baseline, we
identified a correlation between lexical similarity
between domains and obtained scores. For instance, results achieved using two domains with
high Jaccard similarity (0.35) such as Precalculus and Geometry are much higher that those obtained comparing two domains with low Jaccard
similarity (0.28), such as Precalculus and Physics
291

Figure 2: Incremental training strategy results for ITA-PREREQ and AL-CPL compared to the respective baselines.

Specifically, for Geometry and Precalculus, even
using only 10% of the training data the results we
obtained are much higher than the baseline and
they improve as the percentage of data samples in
the training set increases. In respect to the Physics
domain, we outperform the baseline by feeding
our model with 20% of the training data. Using
instead only 10% of the training data we obtained
results comparable to those obtained by the baseline algorithm (71.78% and 71.79% respectively).

(70.01% and 44.49% respectively).
However, considering that cross-domain experiments prove that further work needs to be done
with this respect, in the next Section (4.2.1) we
present another in-domain strategy based on incremental training with the aim of studying the impact of the training set size on the classifier performances.
4.2.1

Incremental Training Strategy

For the purposes of this paper, we describe incremental training strategy as the process of adding
incrementally new concept pairs examples into the
training set. Specifically, for each domain in the
ITA-PREREQ and AL-CPL datasets we split the
dataset in training and test set with 70% and 30%
of the total examples, respectively.
We performed 5 experiments, feeding the M3
neural network model with different runs of 10%,
20%, 25%, 50% and 100% of the training set.
All experiments, excluding the one with 100% of
training samples, were performed using a k-fold
cross validation strategy, with k equal to 10, 5, 4
and 2 according to the percentages of data samples
previously defined.
Figure 2 reports results obtained for both ITAPREREQ and AL-CPL datasets. As we can see,
our model achieves good results even using limited portions of the ITA-PREREQ training data.

Data Mining is the only domain for which our
classifier needs more training examples in order to
obtain acceptable results. In fact, even if with 25%
of the training set we can outperform the baseline
outcomes, it is only with 100% of the examples
that we are able to achieve satisfying results. This
could be due to the fact that, as said previously,
Data Mining is a more specialised topic with less
clear prerequisite relations. Moreover, since Data
Mining contains fewer concept pairs, it could be
that a training set with only 10% or 20% of the
concept pairs (38 and 77 respectively) is not sufficient for the network to identify regularities.
Results obtained for the AL-CPL dataset behave quite similarly, although we notice a faster
increase in performances, especially for those domains that achieved lower results in the previous
experiments (Data Mining and Physics).
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In this paper we presented the results obtained
on automatic prerequisite identification between
LOs using a novel system based on neural network which exploits only linguistic features and
does not rely on Wikipedia graph or LO metadata
information. We performed our experiments on
English and on a new Italian dataset, both in a inand cross- domain scenario for four different domains.
The experiments demonstrated the effectiveness
of our deep learning model and offer important insights into the exclusive use of linguistic feature
on the task. The neural network achieved very
good results for the in-domain setting, while we
noticed a significant drop in performance for the
cross-domain scenario. In the cross-domain setting, lexical features proved to be not well suited
for the task, while global features obtained much
better results, despite their simplicity. We thus
think that further work needs to be done to investigate whether or not complex global features could
improve the effectiveness of concept prerequisite
learning models.
In the paper we also presented ITA-PREREQ,
the first dataset annotated with prerequisite relation between concepts for Italian built starting
from an English corpus (AL-CPL) with a completely automatic strategy.
The final goal would be to integrate this system
as part of a educational design process, suggesting personalised learning paths, possibly in very
distant domains from those used here, such as the
humanities. We will address this lines of research
in future work.
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